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ANTHEM, AZ, USA — Powder King®, a 
worldwide producer of pulverizing systems for 
the plastics industry, recently announced the 
promotion of Justin Hummel to Manufacturing 
Manager. Justin will have the primary 
responsibility of quality control of all fabricated, 
machined parts, and components for the 
manufacturing of the entire line of Powder King® 
pulverizing systems. Justin’s roll is critical to 
Powder King’s production of producing world 
class pulverizing systems and meeting customer’s delivery dates 
and expectations.

“Justin has been a key part of our success, and we are thrilled 
to promote him to this important position,” said Jim Hummel, 
CEO of Powder King®. Justin, 26, joined the company in 2008, 
and as any ordinary employee, has learned every detail of 
manufacturing and assembling Powder King® Pulverizing 
Systems. Justin has gained experience in all areas of the business 
including: CNC disk sharpening services, fabrication and 
assembly, and maintaining a clean and safe environment. 

As a young Manufacturing Manager and the founder’s 
son, Justin faces additional pressure to advance himself 
in this role and to his co-workers. He has proven to be a 
leader.” I don’t ever want to be in my position because my 
Dad owns the company,” Justin said. “I want to be in my 
position because I’m the right person for the job.”

“I have watched my son Justin become a leader by 
starting from the very bottom and working his way 
up the ladder. One day, I would like to see him move 
into more corporate roles with Powder King®. This is a 

wonderful beginning for Powder King®, as I know Justin treats the job 
and company as his own,” Jim said.

Powder King® is a fast-growing company that is getting ready to 
expand their vision while remaining a family business and succeeding 
together. “Congratulations Justin Hummel on your hard work and 
earned promotion with Power King®,” Jim Hummel said. 

For further information, contact Jim Hummell, CEO, Powder King 
at 623.551.9897 or email sales@powder-king.com. You can find out 
more about the company at www.powder-king.com  
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JerLink Cross Linkable 
Polyethylene from Jerico brings out 
the best in your products, providing 
outstanding physical properties and an 
array of benefits for your bottom line.

Two formulations available:

• Cost Competitive Solutions
• Excellent Impact Resistance
• UV Stabilized/Good  

Outdoor Weatherability

XL9500 
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purpose compound

XL9600 
Improved flow for 
hard-to-fill parts
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